. Analysis of the LEDGF/p75 DamID data by MAT (Model based Analysis of Tiling-arrays) using different settings yields comparable results. To define LEDGF/p75 enriched regions LEDGF/p75 DamID data were analyzed by MAT using a sliding window approach. Two different settings were used to analyze the data. LEDGF 1; BandWidth: 300 bp, MaxGap: 300 bp, MinProbe; 10 and significance cut-off p < 10 -5 . The LEDGF 1 enriched islands were used for all further analysis in this manuscript. LEDGF 2; BandWidth: 500 bp, MaxGap: 500 bp, MinProbe; 10 and significance cut-off p < 10 -5 . LEDGF/p75 binding in transcription units was plotted relative to the transcription start site (LEDGF). All genes were divided in 20 equal bins and the MAT score of each LEDGF/p75 positive base was assigned to the corresponding bin. For each LEDGF 1 island 10 new islands were picked at a random position within the ENCODE region having the same size and score as the parental island (matched random control, MRC). As for LEDGF/p75 islands, the random islands were plotted relative to the TSS. Values were divided by 10 for comparison with the LEDGF/p75 islands. 
Figure S2. HIV-1 integration is targeted to LEDGF/p75 chromatin binding islands.
The correlation between HIV integration and LEDGF/p75 chromatin binding was analyzed as in Figure 4 . The region surrounding the middle of LEDGF/p75 islands was divided in 0.5 kb bins. Integration sites were assigned to the closest LEDGF/p75 island and placed into the corresponding bin. The percentage of integration sites in each bin is shown (bold line). Ten data sets of matched random integration sites (HIVMRC) of equal size as the HIV-1 integration data set were generated and assigned to the corresponding bin (light line). The standard deviation is shown. A. To exclude the influence of the different expression profile of HeLaP4 and Jurkat cells, chromatin regions with genes showing more than 10-fold difference in expression were omitted from the analysis. B. To exclude a bias due to chromosomal aberrations in Jurkat or HeLaP4 cells all nondiploid ENCODE regions were removed from the analysis. Table S1 . Overlap of LEDGF/p75 islands in three independent experiments. LEDGF/p75 enriched islands were determined by MAT analysis for the three separate experiments (Exp A to C) and the combined dataset (Overall). The overlap of islands between the different experiments was determined. A. The amount of islands per experiment is shown (# Islands). The percentage of islands that overlap between experiments. B. Number of islands present in all 3 experiments (overlap) or unique in all three experiments (unique). 
